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Executive Summary
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
A review of 2019 data shows that big banks
Bank overdraft practices cause many
continue to collect over $11 billion in overdraftfamilies severe financial distress in
related fees each year. Banks engage in a number
the best of times. During the economic
of abusive practices that combine to drain
crisis caused by COVID-19, the devasmassive sums from their customers’ checking
tating impact of overdraft fees will
accounts. The large majority of these fees are
be only more pronounced.
shouldered by banks’ most vulnerable customers,
often driving them out of the banking system
altogether. Bank overdraft fees cause particular harm to low-income consumers and communities of color,
who are already disproportionately excluded from the banking mainstream.
This report analyzes the 2019 overdraft-related revenue of banks with assets of $1 billion or more and
reviews the overdraft practices of the 10 largest banks in the United States, as well as how they report
handling overdraft fees during the COVID-19 crisis. As of mid-May, none of the 10 largest banks has
committed to providing sustained relief from overdraft fees during the crisis.
Bank overdraft practices cause many families severe financial distress in the best of times. During the
economic crisis caused by COVID-19, the devastating impact of overdraft fees will be only more pronounced.
Congress, federal regulators, state regulators, and banks themselves should all ensure overdraft fees are
suspended during the crisis—an outcome supported by over three-fourths of Americans polled in
April 2020, including 84% of Democrats, 76% of Republicans, and 68% of independents.

Banks Combine a Number of Unreasonable Practices to Deplete Families’
Funds through Overdraft Fees
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Financial institutions typically charge an overdraft fee when a customer’s account lacks sufficient funds to
cover a transaction, but the institution chooses to pay the transaction anyway. Financial institutions engage
in a number of practices that each contribute to the extremely punishing impact overdraft fees have on
banks' customers. Throughout this paper, we typically refer to “banks” and “bank practices”; we note,
however, that many credit unions engage in many of the same abusive overdraft fee practices.

How banks harm their customers’ financial health through overdraft practices:
•

Unreasonably high fee per overdraft transaction. The typical overdraft fee is $35,1 and it is this high
despite several factors that indicate that any cost to the customer of overdrafting should be very small:
•

First, the most common transactions that cause an overdraft are debit card transactions, and these
overdrafts average only $20 each—far smaller than the fee itself.2

•

Second, the risk to the bank of covering an overdraft is very low.3 The bank is first in line for
repayment—it takes the funds, plus the fee, directly from the customer’s next incoming deposit,
which occurs an average of only three days after the overdraft.4 Thus, the bank is very likely to be
repaid and will typically have its own funds outstanding for only a very short time.

•

Third, the cost to the bank of processing an overdraft transaction, particularly in today’s highly
automated environment, is very low.
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•

Multiple fees per day. Banks will typically charge multiple fees per day. Even banks that “limit” the
number of fees per day set that limit at three to six per day, adding up to $105–$210 in a single day.

•

“Extended” or “sustained” overdraft fees. Many banks charge an additional overdraft fee when their
customer does not bring the account balance back to positive within a prescribed period of time. These
fees embody the notion of kicking a person when they are down and only make it more difficult for a
struggling account holder to recover.

•

Opaque and often manipulative practices involving deposit clearing, debit holds, and transaction
posting order. Frequently, customers incur overdraft fees despite carefully attempting to avoid them,
and often believing they have. One practice in particular has garnered increased attention recently:
charging overdraft fees on debit card transactions that were authorized when the consumer had
sufficient funds in the account but then settled, often a few days later, when the account no longer
had sufficient funds. The Federal Reserve has recently cited this practice as an unfair practice,5 and the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) has highlighted this practice with concern.6 But many
banks continue to employ it. In addition, banks have notoriously re-ordered transactions to drive up
the number of overdraft fees incurred; if larger balances are posted first, the account is depleted more
quickly, resulting in more transactions for which the bank charges overdraft fees.

•

Overdraft fees on debit card purchases and ATM withdrawals. Historically, debit cards—unlike credit
cards—were not intended to put consumers in debt. When an account lacked sufficient funds, the debit
card transaction was simply declined at no charge, similar to how credit cards are declined today when a
customer has reached the credit limit. But with the help of software consultants pushing new overdraft
programs on a contingency fee basis, banks began paying overdraft transactions on debit cards and
charging a high fee for each one. Debit card transactions quickly became the most common cause of
overdraft fees and remain so today. Some banks do not charge overdraft fees on debit card purchases,
citing the best interest of their customers, but many do. The Federal Reserve’s 2010 “opt-in rule” for debit
card overdraft fees left unaddressed most of fundamental problems with overdraft fee programs.7

•

Banks’ super-lien position puts their customers’ essential needs at risk. Banks repay themselves the
negative balance amount and all the fees they have imposed from their customer’s next incoming
deposit, whether that is a paycheck, Social Security, unemployment, military/veterans compensation,
or other public benefits. Banks in effect “jump the line” ahead of other essential expenses or debts the
consumer has. This practice can leave consumers with little to pay for their essential needs. It also
prioritizes the account holding bank ahead of a consumer’s other creditors.

These practices combine to stack the deck against bank customers already struggling to get by and can
make it impossible for those living paycheck to paycheck to know whether or not they’ve escaped the
harsh blow of one, or many, overdraft fees.8
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Vulnerable Households are Hardest Hit by
Banks’ Overdraft Practices
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Banks’ overdraft practices cause devastating, lasting harm to the customers whose financial health banks
should be supporting. Nine percent of account holders pay 84% of the billions paid annually in these fees,
and these consumers tend to carry low balances—averaging less than $350—and have relatively low
monthly deposits.9 For one group of hard-hit consumers, the median number of overdraft fees was 37,
nearly $1,300 annually, meaning some pay much more.
Stacy,10 a single mother of three from Connecticut, is among those hardest hit. She describes overdraft
fees as “one of the most difficult and challenging parts of my life.” She recalls a time she was working at
JC Penney, struggling to cover rent and groceries. She got hit with two overdraft fees, totaling $60 or
$70 in one week. Another time, it was three in one day. “So, the banks became who I worked for,” she
describes. “At one point I ended up making cloth diapers for my children out of t-shirts and an old sweater
for liners, not because I wanted to but because I had no choice. It felt like the banks legally stole my money.”
She estimates she has paid over $2,500 in overdraft fees. She has lost her checking account, has been
reported to the checking account blacklist Chexsystems, and has suffered from depression she attributes
to bank overdraft practices.
Stacy is not alone. At one credit union of around 10,000 members, 60 members were charged between
50 and 214 overdraft fees in one year. Assuming conservatively a fee size of $20, that’s between $1,000
and $4,280.
Many hit by relentless overdraft fees end up having their checking account closed,11 and reentry is
difficult.12 African Americans and Latinos—already four to five times more likely to be unbanked than
white Americans13—are disproportionately harmed by ejection from the financial mainstream.14
Overdraft fees exacerbate mental health challenges as well.15

Bank Overdraft Programs Fuel a Dysfunctional Checking
Account Market
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Thanks to bank overdraft programs, consumers have been navigating a severely dysfunctional checking
account market for at least the last 20 years. When consumers shop for a bank account, they likely consider
factors such as fixed monthly and annual costs of the account. Thus, they may choose an account that
appears “free”—with no upfront monthly fee—but be unaware that they will pay more for the account
due to overdraft charges than they would have for an account with a modest monthly fee but more
responsible overdraft fee practices. Thus, overdraft charges operate as “back-end” or “gotcha” fees that
undermine consumer choice and a healthy market and fuel aggressive marketing efforts to convince
people to “opt-in” to debit card overdraft, rather than transparent upfront price tags.
Banks, for their part, hesitate to step out of their entrenched abusive overdraft practices. Forgoing
overdraft fee income—which typically ranges from a significant to an extraordinarily significant portion
of banks’ overall fee income—may mean charging fees on checking accounts they have touted as “free,”
or in the case of the largest banks, falling behind their peers and disappointing investors.
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The COVID-19 Crisis Raises the Stakes and Calls for Long Overdue
Regulatory Protections
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Overdraft fees could balloon exponentially as a result of the COVID-19 crisis. Periods of under- and
unemployment could cause unprecedented financial strain, potentially leading to unprecedented volumes
of overdrafts. These fees will make many families’ already desperate financial situations only more dire.
The impact of the crisis on Americans' financial lives is monumental. Unemployment and underemployment
have skyrocketed, and communities of color have been hit particularly hard. According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, unemployment reached 14.7% in April, the highest unemployment rate and the “largest
single-month change in the history of the series, which began in 1948.”16 The unemployment rate in
April 2020 was 14.2% for white people, 16.7% for Black people, and 18.9% for Latinx people.17
According to a recent nationwide survey conducted by Lake Research Partners and Chesapeake Beach
Consulting in mid-April 2020,18 20% of Americans report that they have been laid off or furloughed, 24%
report that their hours have been reduced, and 12% report that they are taking unpaid time off. Only 15% of
Americans report their work life has not changed.19 And while almost a quarter (23%) of white respondents
report that they have had their hours reduced, more than one in three Black respondents (36%) and over a
quarter (26%) of Latinx respondents say the same.20
According to the same poll, two in five Americans (40%) report a decrease in household monthly income
since the onset of the COVID-90 crisis, with 17% reporting it has decreased significantly.21 As the crisis
impacts their finances, many families are carrying balances on their credit cards, taking money out of
savings accounts, and delaying payments.22
Overdraft fees will only compound these burdens and drive financial stability for affected households
further out of reach.
As of mid-May, overdraft fee relief during the crisis provided by the 10 largest banks has been disappointing.
Most of these banks are providing a temporary credit of a customer’s negative balance if the account
balance is negative upon receipt of a stimulus payment.23 As a result, these negative balances—typically
the total of overdrawn amounts plus overdraft fees—will not be immediately deducted from a customer’s
stimulus check. At some later time, however—the typical period appears to be 30 days later—this temporary credit is expected to be reversed, and the customer’s account balance will be reduced by the amount of
the original negative balance. At least two of these banks are refunding overdraft fees incurred in the weeks
leading up to receipt of the stimulus checks, but this practice does not appear typical.24 Most or all of these
banks have said that customers should contact them to request waivers. But none of these banks appear
to have committed to suspending overdraft fees during the crisis, or even to reducing the size of the fee or
the maximum number of fees the bank will charge. CRL will continue to track bank and regulatory actions
related to overdraft fees during the crisis and periodically update that information on our website.
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Policy Recommendations During the COVID-19 Crisis
Legislators, regulators, and banks should all be taking steps to relieve households from overdraft fees
during this crisis. Depositories need not reject transactions when they eliminate overdraft fees. They can
cover overdrafts at no charge—so long as another deposit is incoming, the bank should recover the loan
amount—or with reasonably priced lines of credit, as was customary before overdraft fees became the
cash cow they are today.
During this time of crisis, the U.K. financial regulator began requiring banks to provide up to £500 in
overdraft funds, at no cost, for a period of 90 days beginning in April.25 This follows the U.K. regulator‘s
2019 action to eliminate outsized overdraft fees, requiring that banks charge only periodic interest
for overdrafts.26
More than three-fourths (77%) of Americans polled in April 2020 support elimination of overdraft fees
during the financial crisis, with 51% strongly supporting. Support was also strong across parties, with
84% of Democrats, 76% of Republicans, and 68% of independents supporting.27

The following steps should be taken in the United States:
•

Congress should include legislation in the next relief package prohibiting overdraft fees during the
crisis, as proposed by New Jersey Senator Cory Booker and Ohio Senator Sherrod Brown.28

•

The federal banking regulators (Office of the Comptroller of the Currency [OCC], FDIC, Federal
Reserve, and National Credit Union Administration [NCUA]) should order the depositories they
supervise to stop charging overdraft fees during the crisis. Thus far, they have encouraged some
overdraft relief but have fallen far short of making relief mandatory.29 One approach would be for
regulators to condition the various privileges banks enjoy on banks’ providing their customers relief
from overdraft fees. During the COVID-19 crisis, these privileges have been expanded; for example,
banks are currently able to borrow from the Federal Reserve at 0%,30 and the Federal Reserve has
waived fees on banks’ intraday overdraft credit lines with the agency.31

•

CFPB should issue a rulemaking deeming it an unfair and abusive practice to charge overdraft fees—
or at least overdraft fees unlimited in number and amount—during a sweeping economic crisis. The
CFPB has conducted thorough research on overdraft practices and concluded that concerns that
regulators have identified for years persist today.32 Yet under current leadership, the Bureau has
done nothing to significantly address these concerns. To leave consumers wholly vulnerable to
overdraft business-as-usual at a time like this is a stark betrayal of the agency’s mission.

•

State regulators should order the state-chartered banks they supervise to stop charging overdraft
fees during the crisis, as the New York Department of Financial Services did with respect to bank
customers experiencing hardship in March.33

•

As a more modest step, any of the above could impose more limited moratoria following distribution
of stimulus checks—say, 30 or 60 days—to protect stimulus funds from going directly to banks.

•

Banks and credit unions should do the right thing.34 Some banks, like Ally Bank and Prudential Bank
of Philadelphia, have stopped charging overdraft fees. Others have encouraged customers to seek
waivers, but this is clearly inadequate. As a start, the largest banks could agree among each other to
stop overdraft fees during the crisis, leveling the playing field through cooperative market action.
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Analysis of 2019 Overdraft Fee Data and Market Scan
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
CRL has analyzed market and consumer data for over 15 years to better understand how bank overdraft
programs operate and how those programs impact family finances. The most recent release, 2018’s Unfair
Market, tracked the volume of fees from large banks and the policies and practices of the 10 largest banks in
the United States. This report updates those findings.

FDIC Call Report Data Show Overdraft-Related Fees by Large Banks still Hovering above
$11 Billion Annually
This report summarizes data disclosed by 658 financial institutions required to report overdraft-related
fee revenue as part of their quarterly FDIC Call Reports. FDIC Call Report data were accessed for the period
ending December 31, 2019, covering fees reported for the 2019 calendar year. The analysis aggregates each
institution’s assets, deposit volumes, total income (including both interest and non-interest income), service
charge income (which includes overdraft and NSF fee income), and overdraft and NSF fee income. Each of
these statistics is shown in an exhibit, totaled for all US banks, all banks required to report overdraft fee revenue, and both aggregated and independently for the top 20 fee-charging banks (Figure 2). Fee volumes are
also normalized as percentages of non-interest income and service charge income, showing the interaction
among the variables.
In 2019, according to FDIC Call Reports, banks with assets of $1 billion or more charged customers
$11.68 billion in overdraft-related fees (which include overdraft fees and non-sufficient funds [NSF] fees),35
an increase of $130 million over the 2018 total. While this total is an important marker and represents the
best publicly-available information, it does not represent total nationwide fee volume, as all credit unions
and the many banks under $1 billion in assets are not required to report this revenue to the FDIC.

Figure 1: Aggregate Overdraft and NSF Fee Volume since 2015
Year

Overdraft/NSF
Revenue among All
Reporting Banks

Change
since 2015

Overdraft/NSF Revenue
among the Top 20
Fee-Charging Banks

Overdraft/NSF Revenue
as a % of Non-interest
Income among
All Reporting Banks

2015

$11.18 billion

0

$8.66 billion

5.0%

2016

$11.44 billion

+2.3%

$8.99 billion

5.1%

2017

$11.45 billion

+2.4%

$9.00 billion

5.0%

2018

$11.55 billion

+3.3%

$8.98 billion

4.6%

2019

$11.68 billion

+4.5%

$9.20 billion

5.0%

As shown above in Figure 1, overall overdraft and NSF fee volume has grown each year since Call Report
data have tracked it, and grew more last year than it did in the prior year. While overdraft and NSF fee
revenue shrank slightly among the top 20 fee-charging banks, and overdraft and NSF fees made up a
smaller proportion of reporting banks’ non-interest income in 2018, the proportion returned to 5%
in 2019, and the overall picture is of a persistent sizable drain on consumer finances.
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BBVA USA

HUNTINGTON NATIONAL BANK, THE

KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

CAPITAL ONE, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

WOODFOREST NATIONAL BANK

CITIZENS BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

USAA FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK

TRUIST BANK

REGIONS BANK

PNC BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

U.S. BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

TD BANK, N.A.

BANK OF AMERICA, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

WELLS FARGO BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

$92,657,948

$108,739,378

$143,390,269

$328,999,040

$6,444,845

$165,742,416

$88,795,582

$461,256,000

$125,641,000

$397,703,264

$486,004,220

$320,471,996

$1,852,983,000

$1,712,919,000

$2,337,646,000

$75,309,801

$85,669,173

$115,815,086

$256,824,511

$5,787,372

$126,691,001

$77,730,624

$347,458,000

$99,836,000

$282,520,917

$346,975,331

$273,605,010

$1,402,827,000

$1,326,735,000

$1,354,431,000

$4,322,708

$5,582,602

$7,159,802

$20,502,296

$738,045

$7,959,116

$6,805,277

$13,361,000

$6,691,000

$19,790,506

$26,803,804

$11,344,394

$82,825,000

$85,832,000

$122,476,000

$3,517,297

$4,219,747

$5,203,391

$14,133,327

$250,089

$6,195,294

$4,312,048

$8,574,000

$4,582,000

$13,648,925

$17,374,890

$9,645,586

$59,651,000

$60,377,000

$75,935,000

Rank Bank Name
Assets
Deposits
Total Income
Interest Income
						

$3,346,540

$805,411

$1,362,855

$1,956,411

$6,368,969

$487,956

$1,763,822

$2,493,229

$4,787,000

$2,109,000

$6,141,581

$9,428,914

$1,698,808

$23,174,000

$25,455,000

$46,541,000

Non-Interest
Income (NII)

$574,905

$251,325

$340,202

$337,206

$312,306

$245,554

$493,211

$241,458

$763,000

$754,000

$1,320,604

$1,338,670

$1,196,352

$5,423,000

$5,201,000

$5,121,000

Service Charge
Income (SCI)

$126,612

$127,824

$146,182

$148,600

$154,133

$155,399

$214,337

$215,338

$322,000

$373,000

$411,891

$476,426

$565,237

$1,563,000

$1,696,000

$2,061,000

OD/NSF Fee
Income

3.8%

15.9%

10.7%

7.6%

2.4%

31.8%

12.2%

8.6%

6.7%

17.7%

6.7%

5.1%

33.3%

6.7%

6.7%

4.4%

OD/NSF Fee
Income as % of NII

22.0%

50.9%

43.0%

44.1%

49.4%

63.3%

43.5%

89.2%

42.2%

49.5%

31.2%

35.6%

47.2%

28.8%

32.6%

40.2%

OD/NSF Fee
Income as % of SCI

Figure 2: Top 20 Banks by 2019 Overdraft/NSF Fee Income, Dollar Amounts in Thousands

15

$6,218,612

74.1%

$9,565,152

11.0%

$132,165,535

38.0%

69.6%

$167,845,100

0.7%

36.0%

FIFTH THIRD BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

$112,735

21.4%

35.9%

16

$109,000

5.9%

38.1%
$152,050

$99,220

5.0%

7.8%

$994,000

$9,204,077

$126,143
$296,437

$142,535

$11,681,672

$331,510

$14,760,000

$25,533,888

$1,622,571
$66,394

$464,628

$32,502,193

$4,869,698

$59,379,000

$155,064,132

$6,492,269
$362,831

$1,587,249

$234,725,043

$94,734,819

$74,139,000

$359,740,547

$119,432,105

$1,745,387

$2,051,877

$622,038,286

--

MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS TRUST COMPANY

$2,179,218

$536,115,000

$514,804,679

--

17

$1,453,998,000

$34,662,223

$856,763,329

$11,681,672

FIRST NATIONAL BANK TEXAS DBA
FIRST CONVENIENCE BANK

$46,627,366

$6,977,638,790

$35,503,310

18

$10,419,475,747

$267,902,948

CITIBANK, N.A.

$16,497,087,031 $11,561,173,211

$705,554,800

19
Top 20 Banks

$973,457,748

TCF NATIONAL BANK
All Reporting Banks

$18,657,111,315 $13,219,964,454

20

All Banks
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Figure 2 benchmarks overdraft and NSF fee totals to the amount of non-interest income and service charge
(fee) income each institution receives. In this way, we can see the dominant place that overdraft and NSF
fees played in the operation of financial institutions in 2019, with institutions receiving as much as 38% of
their non-interest income, and as high as almost 90% of their fee income, from overdrafts and NSF fees.
Consistent with 2017 and 2018 data, two institutions, Woodforest National Bank and First Convenience Bank,
stand out for their outlying small asset size, and for their high proportion of non-interest income derived
from overdraft and NSF fees. Joining these two smaller institutions with a relatively high proportion of
non-interest income that comes from fees is TD Bank, a fairly large bank which charged over half a billion
dollars in overdraft and NSF fees in 2018. In the final benchmarked variable, USAA Federal Savings Bank
stands out as the bank whose overdraft and NSF fee volume makes up the largest proportion of its total
fee volume, at 89.2%. This owes largely to their generally low fee volumes, but also shows how significant a
portion of service fees some banks derive from these highly punitive fees. The data here demonstrate that,
along with big banks, small- and medium-size institutions located across both national and regional markets
extract many millions of dollars in these fees from their customers.

Market and Product Scan Illustrate Bank Practices
This analysis also draws from a market scan of overdraft practices of the 10 largest institutions, ranked by
asset size. To evaluate an institution’s overdraft policies, we use indicators and features that bear directly
upon the consumer experience of overdraft including the size of the fee; whether or not the institution
charges overdraft fees on ATM or point-of-sale (POS) debit card transactions; whether or not the institution
allows transfers from savings or a linked line of credit (LOC), which carry a lower cost than per-transaction
overdraft fees; whether the institution has a cap on the number of fees it charges in a single day or a minimum size of an overdraft that triggers a fee; the transaction-processing order of the institution; and whether
or not the institution charges sustained/extended overdraft fees in addition to per-transaction overdraft
fees. When indicating that an institution uses a particular practice, the entire set of checking account options
is considered. For example, if one of three checking account options for a bank’s customers carries sustained
overdraft fees, the bank is classified as charging those fees. Though some banks have accounts with greater
protections than other accounts, the features of the least-protected accounts are covered here.
To show changes over time, this analysis includes comparisons with previous practices of the institutions.
Cells in the chart are shaded in gray when they represent a change in policy or practice for the institution.
•

All 10 of the nation’s largest banks continue to charge overdraft fees in excess of $30, although a few
do not charge these fees on point-of-sale (POS) and/or ATM transactions.

The size of overdraft fees is almost uniform across the largest 10 banks, between $34 and $36 per fee.
Citibank and HSBC are the only ones of the top 10 banks that do not charge fees on overdrafts caused by
either debit card POS or ATM transactions—transactions which could easily be declined by the banks for no
charge. Bank of America does not charge fees for POS overdrafts and JPMorgan Chase does not charge fees
for ATM overdrafts, but the remaining banks charge fees in both situations.
•
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More than one of the top 10 largest banks still engage in each of the following abusive practices:
charging sustained/extended overdraft fees in addition to per-transaction overdraft fees; using
high-to-low transaction processing for some types of debit transactions; and allowing five or more
overdraft fees to be charged per day.
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In Figure 3 below, we document further practices and policies of the top 10 banks by assets, counting BB&T
and SunTrust as separate entities, while their consolidation after 2019’s merger into Truist Bank continues.36
Reflecting this merger, we add HSBC as an eleventh institution, to round out the list. Shaded in gray are the
changes that institutions have enacted in the past year that represent likely positive changes for customers,
including JPMorgan Chase officially abandoning its sustained overdraft fee, PNC Bank eliminating fees for
overdraft transfers from savings or lines of credit, and TD Bank improving the terms of its overdraft transfers
from savings. Note that while eliminating transfer fees is a positive development, it does not change the
per-transaction fee averaging $35 that banks charge to customers who do not have savings or overdraft
lines of credit or who lack funds availability in those accounts.

Extended Overdraft:
After several recent lawsuits in the past few years, large banks’ policy of charging extended overdraft fees
has been curtailed. Since last year, JPMorgan Chase ceased their extended fees. Four of the largest banks
now charge them: US Bank; PNC Bank; BB&T; and SunTrust.

De minimis Policies:
In recent years, most of the largest banks have established a de minimis policy: the amount of negative
balance, sometimes per transaction and sometimes per day, below which no fee will be charged. These
de minimis policies can reduce the harm from a small overdraft, but in most cases, they do little to mitigate
multiple and clustered overdrafts. None of the top 10 banks changed their de minimis policies in the
past year.

Maximum Number of Overdraft/NSF Fees Charged per Day:
There is fairly wide variation in the number of fees (often combining overdraft and NSF fees) an institution
will charge in a single day—between three and six among the largest banks. This translates to fees in the
still unreasonable range of $102–$216 in a single day.

Transaction Reordering:
While transaction reordering to post transactions from largest to smallest has become less prevalent, some
institutions continue to order some transactions from largest to smallest. Most of the 10 largest institutions
do not post in order from smallest to largest, which would result in the lowest number of fees.

Overdraft Transfers:
More affordable alternatives to overdraft charges exist
Most of the 10 largest institutions
for bank customers. Unfortunately, while banks
do not post in order from smallest
typically offer a transfer from savings and/or a line of
to largest, which would result in
credit for a lower cost, they often do not market these
the lowest number of fees.
heavily, and these options are often not available to
banks’ most financially distressed customers, who are
those hit hardest by the high-cost practices. On a positive note, PNC removed fees from its transfers from savings and credit line, and TD Bank lowered its fee for
transfers from savings from $10 to $3, once per day in which a transfer was made.
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Bank

JPMorgan Chase37 $34

OD
Fee

$35

$34

$36

$36

$36

$36

$35

$35

$35

Wells Fargo39

Citibank40

US Bank41

BB&T42*

SunTrust43*

PNC Bank44

Capital One45

TD Bank46

HSBC47

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

None

None

No

$36 after
5 consecutive
business days of a
negative balance

Yes

Yes

$36 after 7th day

Yes

None

$36 per week after
7th calendar day

Yes

Yes

None

No

None

None

Yes

Yes

None

None

Sustained
Overdraft Fee

Yes

No

OD Fee on
ATM?

If your available balance at the end
of the business day is overdrawn by
$10 or less, there will be no fee.

TD Bank charges no OD fee for
transactions that overdraw your
available balance by $5 or less.

Three

Five

Four

Four

PNC will refund OD fees if your
account is overdrawn by $5 or less
after all transactions are posted
for the day.
Capital One will not charge an
OD fee if your account is overdrawn
$5 or less at the end of each business
day or if a transaction of $5 or less
resulted in an OD.

Six

Six

Four

Four

Three

Four

Three

OD/NSF Fees
Per Day Limit

SunTrust will waive the overdraft/
returned item fees on transactions
that are less than $5.

BB&T charges no OD fee (or transfer
fee) for overages under $5.

US Bank charges no OD fee for
overages of $5 or less.

None

Wells Fargo will not charge an OD fee
if your account is overdrawn $5 or
less at the end of each business day
or if a transaction of $5 or less
resulted in an OD.

Bank of America won't charge
a fee for overdrafting purchases
or amounts in overdraft of
$1 or less.

Chase will not charge an OD fee if
your account is overdrawn $5 or less
at the end of each business day or
if a transaction of $5 or less
resulted in an OD.

De Minimis
Amount/Policy

1. Electronic (low-to-high)
2. All other items (low-to-high)

All debits and deposits in
order based on date and
time the bank receives notice
of the transaction

1. ATM/ACH/debit
(real-time, then low-to-high)
2. Checks/bill pay (high-to-low)

Generally, all debits in order
based on date and time the
bank receives notice of
the transaction.

1. Pre-authorized debits
2. Other debits

1. Real-time debits
2. Other debits (low-to-high)
3. Checks (number order)

Please note: practices observed and updated on May 15, 2020.

Not available

$3 charged once daily

No fee

No fee

$12.50 charged once daily

$12.50 charged once daily

No fee

$10 charged once daily

1. Real-time debits
2. Checks (low-to-high)
1. Non-check
(real-time, then low-to-high)
2. Checks (number order)

$12.50 charged once daily

$12 charged once daily,
not for items or overages
of $1 or less

$5 fee for transfers after
the 6th in a month (includes
all savings transfers)

Cost of Transfer
from Savings

1. Real-time debits
2. ACH/checks (real-time,
then low-to-high if same time)

1. POS/ATM/teller (real-time)
2. Checks (number order)
3. Electronic (high-to-low)

1. Electronic (real-time)
2. Checks (high-to-low)

Debit Transaction
Processing Order

* While BB&T and SunTrust are in the process of merging their processes to become Truist Bank, they currently maintain separate sets of policies and practices.
As such, we list them separately, though they represent one bank.

$35
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Bank of
America38

Yes

OD Fee on
POS?

Figure 3: Overdraft Practices of the Top 10 Banks by Assets
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$10 per day with
Select Credit
Overdraft Protection

Not available

No fee on existing
lines of credit; new
lines not available as
of 5/15/20

No fee

$7 monthly fee for
overdraft line of credit
(no per-transfer fee);
$12.50 charged once
daily from other LOC

$12.50 charged
once daily

$12.50 charged
once daily

$10 charged
once daily

$12.50 charged
once daily

$12 charged once
daily, not for items or
overages of $1 or less

Not available

Cost of Transfer
from Line of Credit

Conclusion and Policy Recommendations for Ordinary Times
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
In addition to the suspension of overdraft fees desperately needed during this economic crisis (see
the section specific to the COVID-19 crisis on page 4), reform of overdraft fees in ordinary times is
long overdue.
CFPB has studied overdraft fee programs since 2012. Publishing multiple reports that highlight overdraft
abuses, CFPB has repeatedly concluded that concerns about overdraft practices that regulators have
identified for years persist today. These concerns include that a significant segment of consumers incurs
large numbers of overdraft fees and that even those with “moderate” overdraft usage may pay hundreds
of dollars annually.
The checking account market is broken. A similar dynamic—low upfront costs, high back-end, hidden
costs—was once at play in the credit card market, where interest rates were often low, but back-end penalty
fees were unrestrained. The Credit CARD Act reined in abusive fees and penalty rates, and the market shifted
toward more transparent, upfront pricing and greater consumer satisfaction with their credit cards.
A shift toward more upfront pricing for checking accounts would provide incentive for financial institutions
to have more responsible checking account models, rather than one that preys upon those with the least
resources. And it would likely still permit many to maintain “free” checking accounts—banks often waive
fees for those with direct deposit, or other features—but it would make the distribution of costs far more
closely correspond to receipt of services.
Comprehensive reform of overdraft practices is not a far-fetched notion. The U.K.’s Financial Conduct
Authority recently established rules, effective 2020, to end fixed fees for overdrafts and require pricing by
a simple annual interest rate.48

Recommendations for Congressional or CFPB action:
•

Prohibit overdraft fees on debit card and ATM transactions. Overdraft fees on ATM and debit card
transactions have always represented banks’ perversion of their original “customer courtesy” justification
for overdraft fees because these transactions can so easily be declined in real time when the account
lacks sufficient funds. These fees are unfair and abusive and should be prohibited.
Short of a full prohibition of these fees, the protections now applicable to overdraft fees on prepaid
cards should apply to debit cards on checking accounts. The Bureau chose to apply these protections
in large part because it “believe[d] that many of these [prepaid card] consumers lost their checking
accounts because they could not handle repeated overdraft fees.” 49 The Bureau should address this
problem before bank customers lose their accounts. In the checking account context, the Bureau should:
•

prohibit obtaining opt-ins until 30 days after account opening;

•

require an ability-to-repay determination for overdraft credit extended;

•

limit fees in the first year to 25% of the credit line;

•

allow payments to be due no more frequently than once a month, 21 days after a statement.
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•

Regulate overdrafts as credit under Regulation Z, subject to an ability-to-repay assessment and
repayment through installments. Overdraft fees have long enjoyed a regulatory pass in many respects
because banks have posited that overdraft is not being used as credit but instead is merely an occasional
courtesy. However, data showing that many consumers are charged many fees annually belies this
argument. When financial institutions routinely pay a customer’s transactions when the account lacks
sufficient funds, the financial institution is clearly extending credit to that customer, and the product
should be regulated as credit. This means that credit should only be extended based on a determination
that the customer has the ability to repay it; consumers should get credit disclosures to enable them
to compare different forms of credit; and the credit should be repayable in manageable installments.

•

Require that fees be reasonable and proportional to cost. The size of the overdraft fee is the engine that
drives overdraft abuses. The size of the overdraft fee has more than doubled since 1997, even as the cost
of processing overdrafts has declined with greater automation. This outsized fee creates a strong and
perverse incentive for banks to encourage the overdrafts with additional unfair and deceptive practices.
The Credit CARD Act required that penalty fees on credit cards—including fees for exceeding the
card’s credit limit—be reasonable and proportional to the “violation.” The Federal Reserve determined
that this requirement included that the fee must be reasonable and proportional relative to the cost to
the institution, and that the fee could not exceed the size of the violation. In the overdraft context, where
overdrafts cost the institution very little, this would mean the fee should be significantly less than the
average fee today, and should in no case exceed the size of the overdraft itself.

•

12

Limit overdraft fees to one fee per month, and six per year, and prohibit predatory posting practices.
Once an account has gone negative and the customer has incurred an overdraft fee, the customer
should have sufficient time to bring the account back to positive before being charged additional
fees. Again, the Credit CARD Act limited over-the-limit fees to one per month, and the Federal Reserve
determined in the credit card context that requiring “reasonable and proportional fees” meant that no
more than one penalty fee, of any kind, could be charged per single event or transaction. Typically, in the
credit card context, this provision limits the fee to one per monthly statement cycle, or approximately
one per month. Account holders struggling to keep their account positive often do not have the capacity
to pay multiple fees, and this practice causes them a harm they cannot reasonably avoid. Thus, CFPB
should limit overdraft fees on any kinds of transactions to one fee per month, and six per year; prohibit
“sustained” or “extended” fees; and prohibit posting practices that result in unnecessary overdrafts and
fees. Moreover, charging overdraft fees on debit card transactions that are authorized against sufficient
funds should be prohibited as an unfair practice or under Regulation E.
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